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Tarah Who? Releases New Single And Video,
"Supposedly A Man"
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(Los Angeles, CA) September 17th, 2021 – Tarah Who?’s latest single and video,

"Supposedly A Man," is available on major digital platforms. Tarah Who? is known for their

bold lyrics and exuberance. Born in France, Tarah began playing the drums at age 14, ignoring

those around her, suggesting she play more ladylike music. She created her own path with a

steadfast will, including bass, guitar, singing, songwriting, and producing in her music

endeavors. 

Influenced by the #MeToo movement, "Supposedly A Man" is a track and video that sheds

awareness on the atrocities committed against women and everyday gender inequalities. Tarah

believes there is a low bar for men's behavior, creating a society where violence and verbal

abuse against women are the status quo.

Explosive while balancing integrity with exceptional song-craft, "Supposedly A Man"

channels grunge-punk and emotional anthems to serve a higher purpose. Tarah states, "I am

really sensitive to things that happen around me, and I love studying psychology and human

behavior." Infusing the 1990's alternative rock and grunge tradition of balancing integrity with

music, Tarah Who?'s latest track is hard to ignore and a catalyst for exposing gender inequality.

"Supposedly A Man's" video is available on YouTube. For more information on Tarah Who?

visit their website and streaming platforms.
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